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Where everyone  
can feel at home
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Dovehaven residential care homes are 
carefully designed to offer the perfect 
balance of modern, comfortable 
surroundings and professional, 
compassionate care.

Built to accommodate a wide range 
of care needs, Dovehaven provides 
residents with a warm welcome from 
friendly, experienced care staff, all  
of whom help to create an atmosphere 
and service offering that closely 
matches their individual requirements. 

Everything we do puts residents first. 
From our stylish, intelligently designed 
interiors to our summer barbeques,  
we create safe, supportive communities 
where everyone can feel at home.

Personal choice is always prioritised, 
and residents can opt for short or 
long-term care in private or communal 
accommodation. All of which allows 
them to make the most of their 
independence and their time. 

Where our family,  
takes care of your family

Welcome to Dovehaven

The Brunswick - Southport
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The highest standards  
in every respect

We’re passionate about providing  
highly tailored care of the highest 
quality. Whatever a resident’s needs 
are, we make sure they receive  
a dignified, hands-on, human  
approach that helps them get the  
most out of every single day.

We’re committed to…
• Compassionate, respectful care

• Personal privacy and 
confidentiality

• Creating clean, comfortable,  
happy spaces 

• Keeping residents safe and free  
from abuse of any kind

• Transparency and openness  
in our approach

• Opportunities for a full  
rewarding life 

• Open dialogue and an appropriate 
procedure for feedback 

Care that’s built around the individual
Whenever anyone chooses Dovehaven, 
they are placing the upmost trust  
in us to care for their wellbeing and 
their needs. As care facilitators  
we go out of our way to make sure  
we understand our residents’ individual 
needs and cater for them in any way 
we can, whether they are physical, 
emotional, dietary, medical  
or something entirely unique.

The decision to move into a care home 
community isn’t always easy, and needs 
can often be complex, from the support 
and assistance needed by a spouse  
to the unique conditions demanded  
by conditions like dementia.

We’re a supportive community, highly 
sensitive to both individual preferences 
and wider families, and we make sure 
our care is personalised in a way that 
gives every person the conditions they 
need to live well.

Experienced, expert staff 
Providing exceptional care requires 
an exceptional team. Dovehaven staff 
are supported and developed at every 
stage within every discipline, from 
training opportunities to the systems 
and procedures they need to carry out 
their roles to the best of their ability.

As well as employing innovative 
technological solutions around the 
home, our staff receive ongoing on-site 
training. Typically, colleagues have  
an NVQ Level 2 in Health and Social 
Care, and receive career guidance  
to help them move to the next level  
in delivering compassionate, high 
quality care.

Whatever our residents’ individual needs,  
we make sure the knowledge and systems 
are in place to make life rewarding and 
pleasurable in every way possible.

Westcliffe Manor - Southport
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Every need, well taken care of

We go above and beyond to ensure 
that everything our residents need, they 
have. From their religion to their diet, 
we’ll find appropriate solutions that feel 
right for them. 

Tasty, nutritious food
Our chefs meet every resident 
personally in order to create nutritious, 
well-balanced meals that everyone will 
love. Rotated regularly, all our diverse, 
delicious weekly menus can be adapted 
to suit a wide range of dietary and 
cultural or religious requirements.

We try to make every mealtime  
special, and always celebrate special 
occasions and seasons, from summer 
barbeques to Pancake Day and  
of course a Christmas dinner with all  
the trimmings.

Along with their meals, residents  
have access to plenty of drinks and 
snacks during the day, and visitors  
are welcome to join if we’re notified  
in advance.

Respect and freedom
We are always careful to respect and 
tailor our care around the things that 
make our residents ‘them’ – whether 
that be their religion and beliefs, their 
culture and language, or their sexuality.

We also know that as well as being 
diverse, needs can change over time. 
That’s why levels of dependency are 
always matched to individual needs 
and wishes, and monitored on an 
ongoing basis. Residents who wish for 
a lower level of care have as much 
freedom as they wish, with the support 
there right when they need it. Higher  
levels of dependency are well 
accommodated elsewhere, with 
specialist support available for 
residents living with Parkinson’s  
or Alzheimer’s disease, or other  
forms of dementia.

To ensure our residents’ health and 
wellbeing is always the best it can  
be we also work closely with health  
and social care commissioners, and 
other agencies.

A busy calendar, all year round
Dovehaven residents enjoy a busy 
and diverse activities schedule, with 
lots of opportunities to challenge and 
entertain themselves. There’s always 
plenty to join in with indoors or in the 
grounds, from dancing and music to 
crafts and light exercise, and we have 
lots of visitors from the local community 
too. Ponies, donkeys and puppies drop 
in regularly to say hello, as do local 
choirs to lead residents in a singalong.

We always take the opportunity 
to celebrate special seasonal and 
calendar events too. We love making 
the most of Christmas, Easter and 
Halloween, and between summer fairs 
and birthday parties, there’s always 
something fun around the corner.

Out and about
There’s just as much going on outside 
the home, too, with a programme  
of excursions into the local community 
and beyond. 

Trips out are an important part  
of maintaining our residents’ wellbeing 
and a meaningful connection to the 
wider community. So from small  
trips around local parks to bigger 
adventures such as trips to favourite 
restaurants, the world is always open  
to them. Residents are also encouraged 
to keep up their connections to clubs 
and organisations, such as sports 
teams – and we help them do this in 
any way we can.

Dovehaven enjoys a busy and diverse 
activities schedule throughout the month, 
giving residents lots of opportunities  
to challenge and entertain themselves.

Birch Abbey - Southport
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Birch Abbey
55 Alexandra Road, PR9 9H
01704 410010

Millbrook House
39-41 Birch Street, PR8 5EU
01704 539410

Argyle Park  
Nursing Home
9 Park Road, PR9 9JB
01704 539001

Westcliffe Manor
21 Westcliffe Road, PR8 2BL
01704 562630

The Brunswick
2-4 Lord Street, PR8 1QD
01704 535786

The Willows 
10 Weld Road, PR8 2AZ
01704 560303

Dovehaven  
Nursing Home
9 – 11 Alexandra Road, PR9 0NB
01704 530121

Dovecote Manor
13-15 Alexandra Road, PR9 0NB
01704 500412

Manchester House
83 Albert Road, PR9 9LN
01704 534920

Dovehaven House
58 Moss Road, PR8 4JQ
01704 564259

Dovehaven 
Residential Care Home
22 Albert Road, PR9 0LG
01704 548880

Our homes - Southport

From the wonderful individuals and 
families who use our services to our 
remarkable, highly gifted, passionate 
and loving team members. Birch Abbey 
is a new style of care centre founded 
on our own vision for what people and 
what their families living with dementia 
really need.

Millbrook EMI Nursing Home  
in Southport is a purpose built nursing 
home that caters for older people 
suffering from all forms of dementia 
and associated mental health 
conditions. Millbrook has themed  
rooms to help relax dementia residents.

Argyle Park is a nursing home situated 
within walking distance to Hesketh 
Park, Southport town centre and 
Churchtown village are close by. All 
residents will  
be treated as individuals and our 
focus will be on what they can do for 
themselves, and not what they are  
no longer capable of.

Westcliffe Manor is a beautifully 
restored detached Victorian residence 
set in secure, mature, landscaped 
gardens in the prestigious area of 
Birkdale in Southport.

Westcliffe Manor offers first class 
nursing care focusing on the individual 
with respect, dignity and choice  
at all times.

The Brunswick is a general residential  
care home with 55 rooms across  
4 floors. The vast majority of the rooms 
are en-suite and all are furnished  
to a very high standard. Residents have 
easy access to amenities on site, as well 
a prime location on the historic  
Lord Street in Southport.

The Willows is a beautifully restored 
and refurbished Victorian House 
converted care home which is spread 
over three floors, with a lift servicing 
each of these floors. It is situated close 
to Birkdale village and the beach.

Dovehaven Nursing Home is a 40 
bedded home caring for older people 
who require nursing care. We provide 
an excellent level of care in a friendly 
atmosphere and can offer both long 
term residential care and short term 
respite care.

Dovecote Manor in Southport  
is a beautifully restored, substantial 
building set in secure, mature 
landscaped gardens, near the sea  
front and marine lake.

We offer first class residential care 
focusing on what the individual can  
do for themselves and not what they 
are no longer capable of doing.

Manchester House is a striking Victorian 
manor house with a purpose built 
extension to the side and rear of the 
building. It is situated on a large corner 
plot opposite Hesketh Park and near  
to Southport town centre.

Dovehaven House is a purpose built 
EMI care home that provides quality 
care for older people who may  
be suffering from such problems 
as; Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s 
disease, personality and/or  
behavioural disorders as well as the 
numerous forms of dementia. 

At Dovehaven Residential Care Home, 
we provide quality residential care  
for the elderly. Our friendly staff  
provide a professional level of care  
in a comfortable and relaxing 
environment and we ensure that  
we maintain independence, privacy  
and dignity for all of our residents.
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Our homes - Liverpool Our homes - Lancashire

Garden Lodge
Middlemass Hey, L27 7AR
0151 4984776

Maple Lodge 
Arncliffe Road, L25 9PA  
0151 4481621

Church View  
Green Lane, L13 7EB 
0151 2280997

Brooklands  
44 Albany Road, L13 3BJ
0151 2520080

Garden Lodge is a purpose built  
one storey care home near the  
suburb of Netherley, which is just  
a bus ride from the city centre  
of Liverpool. The home is divided  
into two units, one of which  
specialises in dementia care. 

Maple Lodge is a single story building 
that was originally an infant school. 
The home is divided into two units, one 
which specialises in the care of people 
living with the early stages of dementia 
and the other unit catering to people 
requiring personal care.

Church View is a purpose built care 
home which covers three floors, with  
a lift servicing each of these floors.  
The home is situated on a main bus 
route into Liverpool City Centre and 
close to several shops in the area.

Specialising in the care of dementia 
and catering for up to 45 residents, 
Brooklands Care Home is a purpose 
built two storey care home in the 
suburb of Old Swan, just a short bus 
ride from the city centre of Liverpool.

Dovehaven Lodge
Tag Lane, Preston, PR2 7AB
01772 723745

Dean Wood Manor 
Spring Road, Wigan, WN5 0JH  
01942 223982

Marsh House
Ulnes, Walton Lane, Leyland, PR26 8LT
01772 600991

Paradise House
30 Paradise Lane, Leyaland, PR26 7ST 
01772 452750

Dovehaven Grove
Poplar Grove, Bamber Bridge, PR5 6RE 
01772 337105

Beaufort Care Home
High Lane, Burscough, L40 7SN
01704 897766

Located in historic Preston, Dovehaven 
Lodge is a friendly care home that 
offers nursing, residential, residential 
dementia & nursing dementia care.

Dean Wood Manor is a large  
50 bedded home that specialises  
in care for people living with dementia.  
The home is situated in beautiful 
grounds with secure garden areas  
as well as large garden areas for 
people to access with escorts.

Marsh House is a beautiful home 
situated in a rural setting, giving 
the advantage of lovely views of 
countryside. The building is a converted 
farmhouse and many of the original 
features are still present.

Paradise House is a purpose-built 
care home over two floors, with a lift 
servicing both floors. The home has 
several features that will enhance the 
living experience of someone living with 
Dementia. The home is situated at the 
end of Paradise Lane, which then leads 
into a quiet woodland and park area.

Dovehaven Grove in Bamber Bridge  
is a spacious Victorian building offering 
EMD residential care for people living  
with dementia.

Beaufort Nursing Home is a superb 
refurbished building situated next  
to a retail park and enjoying countryside 
views, as well as providing more than 
ample car parking space. The Beaufort 
is truly a home for life due to being dual 
registered home catering for service users 
with both residential and nursing needs.
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The little visits  
that go a long way

Arranging regular professional visits 
is an important way in which we keep 
Dovehaven residents feeling well.

A regular schedule of local health  
and social care professionals  
is complemented with opportunities  
to book specific services, so everyone 
gets the check-ups and support  
they need.

From GPs and opticians to speech and 
language therapists and hairdressing 
in our fully equipped saloon, we have 
an excellent relationship with the 
professionals who visit us, and know 
the kinds of routines that benefit our 
residents the most.

Our professional visitors include:
• GPs

• Opticians

• Chiropodists

• Dietitians

• Speech and Language Therapists

• Physiotherapists

• Community Mental Health Team

• Hairdressers

Arranging regular 
professional visits  
is an important way 
in which we keep 
Dovehaven residents 
feeling well.
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Comfortable accommodation,  
with a relaxing atmosphere

Whilst every effort has been taken  
to make Dovehaven locations  
practical for all kinds of needs,  
all our accommodation is designed  
to feel homely and stylish too. Rooms 
can be personalised to suit individual 
needs and tastes, and to help to make 
sure all our residents feel that much 
more at home.

Our bedrooms
All our bedrooms have comfortable 
furnishings and essential facilities 
designed to be easy to access.  
Each resident can be as independent 
as possible, safe in the knowledge 
that assistance is there as and when 
they need it. We also perform regular 
maintenance checks on fittings and 
fixtures, and extra facilities are 
available for couples on request.

Our communal spaces
The communal dining rooms and 
lounges offer a cheerful, spacious 
atmosphere that residents can enjoy 
collectively day by day, and with friends 
and family when they pay a visit.

As well as these main spaces, everyone 
has access to the secure garden with 
escorts where required, and bathrooms 
are available on every floor for extra 
convenience.  

Making the most of the setting
We make every effort to ensure 
residents feel connected to the local 
area, and special trips are arranged 
throughout the year to help them get 
the most from their immediate setting 
and participate in community events.

Visits from friends and loved ones
Contact with friends and family is such 
an important part of our residents’ 
wellbeing we do everything we can  
to make as easy and flexible  
as possible. Visitors are welcome  
to join their loved one in a wide range  
of spaces, from enjoying a drink 
together in the lounge, to relaxing  
in one of our sitting rooms or enjoying 
a little privacy in their bedroom or the 
gardens. If we know in advance, they 
can also join in at mealtimes in the 
dining room – whatever helps maintain 
the normality of life outside. In between 
visits, we make it as easy as possible 
for residents to stay in touch with the 
people who matter most. Whatever 
the occasion, we make sure everyone 
receives a very warm welcome. 

Manchester House - Southport
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Marsh House - Lancashire

Birch Abbey - Southport
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A wide range of expert care

Whatever the duration or complexity  
of care required, we can ensure our 
residents receive the very best and  
most personalised expertise possible.

The facilities at Dovehaven, and our 
versatile, experienced care staff, allow  
us to readily support a wide range  
of needs in a highly personalised way. 

From residents who are living with 
dementia, to those in need of short-
term respite care, and individuals  
who are ageing well, we can tailor  
and adapt as much or as little care  
as they need.

Residential Care
For anyone who would like the 
reassurance and comfort of a care 
home community, without losing their 
independence, Dovehaven has the  
ideal balance of support, friendship  
and freedom.

We try to create as much consistency 
with life at home as possible.  

A changing programme of activities 
and access to local community events 
are readily available, alongside easy 
access to health professionals and  
an interesting menu. Everything they 
need to stay independent and feel safe.

And of course, as their needs change,  
the support we provide is ready  
to change flexibly with it. 

Respite Care
For many older people it’s not practical 
or desirable to go straight from hospital 
to home after medical treatment. 
So for any individuals who require 
care through that transition we offer 
personalised rehabilitation and respite 
for as long as they need.

Our fully trained care team are 
on hand to help them rebuild their 
independence within facilities ideally 
suited to the task. To make sure 
everything goes smoothly our care 
team will keep a close eye  
on their progress, evaluating their 
recovery and anticipating their needs 

and treatment at every stage. 

Dementia Care
Dementia can provide significant 
challenges, and not just for the 
individual living with it. Partners and 
wider family can be deeply affected, 
and everyone needs to know they are 
in a safe environment with responsive, 
compassionate expertise. 
 
At Dovehaven we are equipped  
with an excellent range of dementia 
expertise, all provided within facilities 
purpose-built to support people living 
with all kinds of dementia-related 
illnesses. 

As such we are well placed to give 
anyone with a cognitive impairment 
calm, supportive, care in a pleasant, 
intelligently decorated environment. 
Our use of colour, signs and intuitive 
spatial layouts mean residents will 
encounter no unnecessary obstacles  
to feeling comfortable and secure  
in their new home. 

Dovehaven offers the expertise, 
environments and flexibility to cater 
for all kinds of evolving needs.

Nursing Care
Our qualified nurses are on-hand 24 hours 
a day. Supported by a well-trained and 
caring team of support staff and carers, 
they provide a high standard of care  
to all residents who require it. Any queries, 
issues or concerns that users or relatives 
have can be swiftly discussed and 
addressed through the friendly  
Manager’s open-door policy.

Our Carers
Everything we do at Dovehaven is made 
possible by the hard work and expertise 
of our staff. Every member of our team, 
is chosen to facilitate care of the highest 
quality, adapting their daily roles around 
individual needs, whatever they may be. 

We trust them to look after our residents 
and to nurture the community at the 
heart of Dovehaven, so everyone gets the 
support and experiences they deserve.

Church View - Liverpool
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Get in touch

If you would like to find out more about any of our 
homes and discuss your needs or those of someone 
else, simply get in touch with the home for a friendly 
chat or to arrange a meeting.  

Alternatively you can contact Head Office

T - 01704 546177
E - hello@dovehavencarehomes.co.uk

2-4 Lord Street, Southport,  
Merseyside, PR8 1QD 

Southport Homes

Birch Abbey
01704 410010

The Brunswick
01704 535786

Manchester House
01704 534920

Argyle Park Nursing Home
01704 539001

Dovehaven Nursing Home
01704 530121

Dovehaven Residential  
Care Home
01704 548880

Millbrook House
01704 539410

The Willows 
01704 560303

Dovehaven House
01704 564259

Westcliffe Manor
01704 562630

Dovecote Manor
01704 500412

Liverpool Homes

Garden Lodge
0151 4984776

Church View  
0151 2280997

Brooklands  
0151 2520080

Maple Lodge 
0151 4481621

Lancashire Homes

Dovehaven Lodge
01772 723745

Marsh House
01772 600991

Beaufort Care Home
01704 897766

Dean Wood Manor 
01942 223982

Paradise House
01772 452750

Dovehaven Grove
01772 337105


